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This work reports our meso mechanical study of microcrack behavior, especially the process leading
from microcracking to macro failure. Using laser loading with a duration on the order of
nanoseconds, spallation in a cylindrical geometry was achieved in soda-lime glass at the microcrack
evolution stage. Laser induced shock waves were used to conduct crack initiation experiments for
the first time. The specimens were examined after experiments and were compared with those
loaded by conventional static and dynamic methods. A meso scale failure model of nucleation,
growth, and percolation ~NGP! is suggested based on the experiments. The NGP model is
characterized by a randomly generated microcrack field and by simultaneous percolation statistics in
time iteration. In most existing damage models, the statistical average of microcracks over a finite
space is required in order to evaluate the damage variables. This procedure is not necessary in the
NGP model. We show that the connection of microcracks can be very complicated, possibly a
self-organized process. © 1998 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-8979~98!05407-3#
I. INTRODUCTION
We refer a brittle fracture to the spallation or unstable
crack initiation in brittle materials here. The two phenomena
are usually interpreted differently.
For spallation under short pulsed loading, the failure due
to uniaxial strain load is usually studied. Most of the current
models use the macro description method. The one estab-
lished by Tuler and Butcher is well known.1 Some other
recent works were performed by Kanel et al.2 and Res-
seguier et al.3 In Resseguier’s model the damage quantity
was assumed to be the volume percentage of voids. The frac-
ture criterion was considered to be the point when the void
percentage exceeded 20%–25%. The concept of void per-
centage is reasonably applicable to ductile materials, but it is
difficult to imagine a 20% void percentage in a brittle mate-
rial such as glass. Obviously, these models should be im-
proved with respect to the following aspects: ~1! the term
usually used to express the damage variable does not accu-
rately reflect its reality, ~2! the growth of the damage follows
an empirical equation, and ~3! the failure limit of the damage
is artificially designated.
On the other hand, elastic fracture mechanics are inter-
preted using the stress intensity factor ~SIF! concept and the
relationship between the surface energy release rate and criti-
cal SIF ~fracture toughness!. The sensitivity of fracture
toughness to the loading rate is an important topic of
study.4–6 This was empirically summarized as the ‘‘mini-
mum incubation time criteria.’’ 7 The criteria suggested that
the time to failure was necessary for the evolution of micro-
scopic damage. Here, a microcrack field in the process zone
of a main crack serves to relax the stress level at the crack tip
and enlarges the amount of area that supports the loading.
The residual strength of the damaged zone is the key factor
governing the main crack initiation.
A comprehensive description of both spall and crack ini-
tiation phenomena was given by the NAG model of Curran
et al.8 In the NAG model, the meso structures ~e.g., voids or
microcracks! were studied experimentally and numerically.
The idea of the NAG model was widely accepted with dif-
ferent damage variable definitions.9 Traditionally, Boltzmann
type statistics were used to define such damage variables.
They were defined using a distribution function and then
averaged according to the distribution.10 Such an average
procedure eliminated the singularity of microcracks, and was
fundamentally inappropriate for brittle fractures.
Curran et al.8 also suggested the advantages of using the
short shock pulse technique. This technique freezes the dam-
age in the evolutionary stages and connects it to a clear stress
history. The short shock pulse is often obtained by the im-
pact of a thin plate to a disk shape specimen.
A strong pulsed laser provides us with a new opportunity
of obtaining shock waves short enough and yet strong
enough for the task.11,12 Currently, laser induced shock
waves are used to undertake material property studies in a
very high pressure range ~102 – 103 times of the yield thresh-
old! and spallation tests of very small specimens ~less than 1
mm!.13,14 We realized that this loading method also has the
ability to carry out damage studies of the yield stress range
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as well. In this article, we describe a new plane strain experi-
ment using a cylindrical geometry which is suitable for frac-
ture experiments with specimens on the order of a centime-
ter. Because a successful fracture model should be efficient
over a wide range of load duration and specimen geometry,
we not only simulated our own experiments, but also simu-
lated experimental data from spallation in plate specimens
taken from Resseguir,3 so as to consider all data comprehen-
sively.
Commercial soda-lime plate glass ~window glass! was
chosen as the test material. Hugoniot data are available up to
40 GPa.15,16 Recently the failure properties of various glasses
have received special attention. There are reports that the
failure waves were observed in soda-lime glass.17,18 Laser
shock wave spall tests using plate targets have also been
reported.3,19 The fracture toughness in mixed mode static
fracture experiments was studied by Singh et al.20 About
three years ago, we also studied the fracture behavior under
mixed mode and dynamic loading.21 The fracture toughness
of glass showed a rate dependent behavior. We found that if
a modification to the maximum hoop stress ~MHS! was made
taking into consideration the nonsingular terms in front of
the crack tip of a center notched disk specimen, the MHS
criterion could well predict the extension direction of the
crack tip in mixed mode experiments.22
Percolation theory23,24 seems to be a promising tool in
establishing new models although it is still too simple for our
requirements. The theory is attractive because the percola-
tion criteria are simple and elegant. Our fracture model is
obtained by interpreting the accumulation stage of the NAG
model using the percolation theory. By percolation we mean
that the representative quantity of the damage field is repre-
sented by the largest damage cluster instead of the traditional
average variables. Other similar approaches have also been
reported recently.25,26 In this way, a natural macro fracture
criterion is obtained if the largest cluster span extends to the
specimen size. The sign of the fracture is indicated by the
presence of scaling law in crack clusters.
In this work, we first confirmed the material properties
of glass under conventional loading. Then the spallation and
crack initiation experiments were conducted using a pulse
laser as the load source. The results of different experiments
were then compared by fracture surface observation. Nucle-
ation, growth, and percolation ~NGP! were distinguished as
the three basic stages of the failure process. This idea was
checked with respect to spall and crack initiation experi-
ments using the same material parameters. It can be con-
cluded that the NGP model reasonably reflected the main
features of all the experiments. However, the interaction be-
tween stress and the microcrack field still remained a prob-
lem which limited the accuracy and efficiency of the simu-
lations.
II. CRACK INITIATION EXPERIMENTS LOADED BY
STATIC, IMPACT, AND PULSED LASER
Table I illustrates our experimental scheme. The total
specimens are divided into two groups of conventional load-
ing experiments in Group A, and laser loading experiments
in Group B. Some of the experiments had been reported
before,3,21 but it is the first time we conducted all the experi-
ments simultaneously. We intended to collect the compre-
hensive data of glass by such an experimental scheme.
A. Conventional mechanical properties of soda-lime
glass
First, we repeated the experiments reported by our group
previously.21 This served to confirm the material constants in
TABLE I. Experimental scheme.
TABLE II. Chemical components of soda-lime glass.
SiO2 NaO CaO MgO CuO
This work 71.6% 13.3% 9.8% 4.3 fl
Resseguier et al.a 71.5% 13.7% 9.5% 4.05% fl
Dremin et al.b 72.2% 14.1% 0.0 0.1% 12.5%
aSee Ref. 15.
bSee Ref. 16.
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soda-lime glass. The chemical components are listed in
Table II and it can be seen that the glass we used was almost
the same as that used by Resseguier et al.15 This time, glass
disks 20 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness were used.
For specimens which required existing cracks, two opposed
arced slots were fabricated along the meridian on the faces of
the disk by a diamond wheel with a thickness of 0.2 mm.
Thus a center chevron notch was formed. Then precracks
were opened by applying pressure in the notch direction us-
ing an INSTRON. The precrack length was monitored by a
charge coupled device ~CCD! microscope camera with a 30
mm resolution. We use R to indicate the specimen radius and
2a to indicate the total crack length. The typical value of
a/R was 0.5. The static tests were conducted with a loading
head velocity of 0.1 mm/min. The time from the start to the
end of loading was about 200 s. The fracture toughness ob-
tained was 0.7 MPa m1/2 when using the analytical
solution.21 The static loading rate of the crack is on the order
of 1023 MPa m1/2/s. The impact loading fracture experiment
was conducted on a Hopkinson pressure bar using the one
point impact method.22 The fracture time was 6.7 ms, and the
fracture toughness was 1.0 MPa m1/2, so the loading rate was
around 106 MPa m1/2/s. Figures 1~a! and 2~a! show typical
fracture surfaces after the static and impact loading. Occa-
sionally, there are slight hackles along the loading direction
on the fracture surfaces which experienced impact loading.
This can be regarded as an indication of a higher extension
velocity. The fracture toughness results were the same as
those obtained earlier. These material constants are summa-
rized in Table III. We found that there were many voids
ranging in size from 2 to 50 mm on the fracture surfaces as
seen in Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!. We compared the surface ob-
tained by grinding 1 mm into a cut surface and the result is
shown in Fig. 1~b!. The number and distributions of voids
showed no obvious differences with that on the fracture sur-
face. Figure 3 gives the results of the void distribution. In
fact, the existence of these voids is well known by glass
makers.27 They are formed during the chemical reaction in
the later stages of glass formation.
There are two specific points to be noted regarding Figs.
1~a! and 2~a!. One is that the precrack front can be clearly
seen as a smooth line and it was not disturbed by the existing
voids. The other is that a single crack front was preserved to
the last stage of extension. We examined the surface shape
and roughness of the fracture surface with a micro-surface
meter with a 0.1 mm spatial resolution and did not find any
evidence of multi-fractures in both experiments of group A.
B. Laser fracture experiments of plane strain
cylindrical shock waves
The specimens in the laser loading experiments were
basically the same glass disks that were used in the conven-
tional loading tests. A 1 mm diam center hole was opened as
the laser absorption chamber for the laser load. Tungsten
powder mixed with Araldite was used to form the cone
shaped chamber shown in Fig. 4. A Nd-glass laser called the
Gekko MII by the Institute of Laser Engineering ~ILE! of
Osaka University was used. The laser has a time duration of
0.5 ns and single shot energy up to 50 J. The wavelength of
the beam was 0.53 mm. In the experiments, the laser was
focused to a 0.4 mm spot. The laser intensity was around
1012 W/cm2. The pressure on the surface of the tungsten
should be 20–100 GPa according to the scaling laws of
Phipps et al.28 The duration of the pressure application
should be the same as the laser plasma life which is less than
2 ns in our case.22 Since we are not able to measure the
shock response of the self-made tungsten mixture, the pres-
sure transmitted to the glass could not be calculated, but the
pressure pulse must be longer in time and weaker in pressure
than the plasma pressure. In this article, we supposed that the
load to the glass had a pressure of 30 GPa and a duration of
30 ns.
FIG. 1. The voids in soda-lime glass appeared as black spots in the pictures;
~a! fracture surface ~SP113! in static experiments; ~b! section inside a glass
specimen obtained by grinding.
FIG. 2. Fracture surface in the striker impact and the laser loading experi-
ments; ~a! SP111 loaded by HPB one point impact, ~b! SP007 loaded by
laser shock waves. The arrows indicate voids that initiated cracks.
TABLE III. Material parameters.
Specific volume v ~cc/g.! 0.3809 Raleigh wave speed CR ~km/s! 3.06
Young’s module E ~GPa! 71.3 Static fracture toughness K1c (Mpa m1/2) 0.7
Poisson’s ratio n 0.24 Energy release rate J (J m22) 7.3
Longitude wave CL ~km/s! 5.65 Dynamic fracture K1d (MPa m1/2) 1.0
Speed Toughness
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There were two groups of laser experiments B1 and B2.
Group B1 was the spallation testing of cylindrical waves
using specimens without a main crack. Under the supposed
load, the compressive shock pulse generated in the center
hole propagated radically and reflected as a tensile wave
pulse when it reached the free edge of the disk. The shock
front was relaxed during its propagation as its energy was
dissipated, and the pulse span elongated as shown by Fig. 5.
The maximum shock wave pulse length was about 0.2 mm.
For a specimen thickness of 2 mm, the loading inside most
regions is strictly plane strain. This could be indirectly
proved by observations after the shock experiments because
the spallation cracks occurred in the middle of the speci-
men’s height and usually did not reach the surfaces. One of
the specimens was broken into small pieces. A microscopic
observation of the pieces showed a lot of arc shaped cracks
with distances less than 1 mm between the arcs; these arc
shaped cracks took the laser incident hole as their center.
This crack pattern was the same as with the other specimens.
A possible problem for the method is the effect of secondary
loading when the reflected tensile shock pulse is again re-
flected from the center. We examined the shock wave
changes over a long time duration using computer simula-
tion; the numerical simulation showed that the nonlinear
constitutive zone, with pressure larger than 3 GPa, extended
for about 0.2 mm from the center hole. The permanent de-
formation in the nonlinear zone worked to generate a very
high tensile hoop stress when the shock pulse came back
from the free edge. The shock amplitude transmitted to the
outer region of the disk was below 1/10 of the first shock
pulse. The radial cracks formed around the center hole ex-
tended for about 1 mm, then the arc shaped cracks appeared
as the main damage form. We are therefore sure that the
regions 5 mm away from center of the specimen are almost
free of secondary loading. Our observations and numerical
simulations used the data obtained only in this region. Figure
6 shows an example of spall cracks before the final failure.
The B2 group specimens were used for the crack initia-
tion tests. Each specimen in B2 had a center crack like those
in the conventional loading experiments. We further de-
signed two types of targets, B21 and B22, for those experi-
ments. Group B21 had no lateral constraints. Figure 7 gives
an example of the results of the overall damage. There was
also spall damage in the lateral region of the main crack line.
Figure 2~b! is a scanning electron microscope ~SEM! micro-
photograph of the crack surface and shows a lot of microc-
racks on the precrack front. We found evidence that the mi-
crocracks were initiated from the preexisting voids as seen in
Fig. 8. Group B22’s targets used four p/2 arc shaped glass
buffers as momentum traps around the disk specimen. Figure
FIG. 3. Size and number distribution on the soda-lime glass sections. The
samplings were taken from the specimens shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The broad
line is the average for all the samples.
FIG. 4. Specimen shape and laser absorption chamber structure.
FIG. 5. Calculated stress profiles in uniaxial strain and plane strain cylin-
drical assumptions. The input load is rectangular shape with amplitude P
and duration t indicated inside the figures, respectively: ~a! uniaxial strain
wave plotted every 40 ns from 0.12 ms. The calculation parameters were
same as Ref. 3; ~b! plain strain cylindrical shock wave plotted every 0.2 ms
from 1.6 ms.
FIG. 6. Series observations with different amplification factors for spallation
damage. The clusters of arc shaped cracks exist in different sizes.
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9 illustrates targets of this kind. The spall cracks were elimi-
nated in these specimens. Unlike the case of a uniaxial strain
wave, only the r-direction momentum could be absorbed by
the momentum traps. The u-direction momentum was still
reflected. Under both kinds of group, B21 and B22, the crack
extensions under the laser loading were characterized by
crack bifurcation at the initiation points. The angle between
the two branches was 110°–140°. The crack branching that
has been previously reported occurred during crack propaga-
tion, and the angle between branches was between 45° and
90° in most papers.29 The crack surfaces in the later stage,
about 1 mm after initiation, was much smoother than the
initial stage. The fracture process was recorded by a high-
speed framing camera.22 Figure 10 is one example of the
crack initiation characterized by branching at the beginning
with the terminal velocity. The timing of the branch was
within 2 ms from laser irradiation. The earliest reflection
wave took 10 mm to the disk edge and 4 mm back to the new
crack tip. This would take 2.4 ms. We concluded that the
main crack was initiated by the first loading. The details of
our later works have been reported elsewhere.30 We did not
attempt to evaluate the fracture toughness or the loading rate
for the laser experiments.
III. NGP MODEL FOR SODA-LIME GLASS
Soda-lime glass is understood to have an ‘‘open ring’’
structure. The ‘‘ring’’ is composed of–SiO4–ion tetrahe-
drons. Two Na1 ions are located in the space between two
‘‘open’’–Si–O–branches. Soda-lime glass lacks the struc-
tural possibility of plasticity. However, the ring size—that is
the number of silicon ions in one ring—can be changed. We
regard this as so called densification. Our point of view is
stimulated by the recent works of West et al.31,32 There is
also experimental data that the densification starts from the
pressure of 3 GPa. This is the Hugoniot elastic limit sHEL ,
and is completed at 17 GPa. Using shock relationship for the
flow stress
FIG. 8. Picture taken from fracture surface of the laser experiment. Cracks
were generated from the voids as the location indicated by an arrow.
FIG. 7. An example of the fracture experiment specimen without buffers.
The B section is dominated by the spallation damage.
FIG. 9. An example of fracture specimen with buffers as momentum traps. The precrack tip is indicated by T . The bifurcation was detailed illustrated on the
right picture.
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Y5
122n
12n sHEL52.0 GPa,
where n is Poisson’s ratio. The phenomena constitutive be-
havior is similar to an elastic–plastic material in the range
around Y . The shear strength of Y52.0 GPa is also reason-
able compared to the directly experimental measurement
conducted by Kanel et al.33
Before the discussion of transition from voids to micro-
cracks, let us consider the possibility of void expansion in
the soda-lime glass. Currant et al. used the following equa-
tion to describe a void growth for ductile material under
spherical loading:8
C˙ 1
3
2C ~C
˙ !21
4h
rC2 C
˙ 1
2Y
rC2 5
T2Pc
rC . ~1!
Here r, C , h, Pc , and T are the density, void size, viscosity,
critical loading and the external stress, respectively. The dots
indicate time derivatives. The spherical void will yield first
from the inner surface where the stress concentration has
occurred. The external stress level at this point is the critical
loading Pc . An expression for Pc under bulk stress is
Pc5
2
3Y ~12Vn!, ~2!
where Vn is the volume proportion taken by the void. The
order of void growth velocity in Eq. ~1! can be estimated
with the following simple expression:
C
C 5
T2Pc
4h . ~3!
We use Table IV to compare the soda-lime glass with alu-
minum as an example. The viscosity of glass is about 1018
times that of aluminum, and Pc is ten time higher. We can
see that the void growth velocity, if not zero, is on the order
of several tens lower than in aluminum. Although there are
no simple plastic void growth expressions available for gen-
eral loading, the growth velocity should not have a differ-
ence in order as in the case of hydro pressure. We can con-
clude that it is practically impossible for the voids in glass to
change their size.
The stress concentration caused by the voids determines
that the voids are the locations where cracks will be initiated.
By analyzing the hoop stress in a two dimensional void, it
was shown that crack initiation is possible even when the
void was subjected to two dimensional compression because
the MHS was still under tension.34 The necessary stress con-
dition for the initiation is independent of the void size, and it
is only sensitive to the void shape. For an elliptical void, the
stress condition can be expressed by Griffith’s law.35,36 Grif-
fith’s law is equivalent to the MHS rule.35 Raiser et al.37
argued that the failure wave cannot be fully understood be-
cause a material under plane shock is under three-
dimensional compression. If the void parameters in glass are
known, the crack initiation condition under uniaxial strain
compression can be quantitatively illustrated using Griffith’s
law. We therefore conclude that the voids are candidate sites
for microcracks. Figures 6 and 8 give evidence of this real-
ization observed in our experiments. As a conclusion, the
MHS on the void surface can be used as a common rule for
crack initiation under tension and compression loading.
When the microcracks are nucleated, the growth process
can be analyzed using the same approach as the NAG model.
We stated above that the nucleation condition is sensitive to
the shape, independent of the void size. However, the growth
velocity of the crack has a strong nonlinear dependence on
its size. The maximum velocity has a limitation of the termi-
nal velocity38 in practice, and the Rayleigh wave speed in
theory. Presently there is no generally accepted illustration of
the crack velocity limit.39 The damage velocity caused by the
connection of multi-cracks can be much higher. The two
concepts of damage velocity and terminal velocity have al-
FIG. 10. Crack initiation under laser loading of Group B21. ~a! High speed framing camera’s record. The branching of the crack tip happened at the
beginning. The crack recovered as 3 ms as the loading pulse was passed, then stayed still until the end of record. ~b! Crack velocity profiles. The arrows with
P , S , and R refer to the timing that P , S , and R waves arrived to the crack tip, respectively. The crack recovery appeared as negative velocity. The horizontal
line indicates the reported terminal velocity of 1.46 km/s.
TABLE IV. Compare of aluminum and soda-lime glass.
Ala Glassb
density r g/cc 2.7 2.5
viscosity h poise 200 ;1020
yield stress Y GPa 0.3 3.6
aData from Ref. 8.
bData from Ref. 27.
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ready been distinguished by the work of Honnemann et al.40
Unlike the NAG model, which uses the averaged and
continuously distributed damage variable, we suggest that
the evaluation of damage in a specimen should be assessed
by the ‘‘most threatening crack,’’ or the largest connected
crack cluster. The final macro fracture is caused by cluster
percolation. The performance of the percolation cluster ac-
cording to the scaling law is suggested as the sign near fail-
ure. In brief, the three stages of the NGP can be used to study
the failure process in a brittle material. It is a typical
deformation-diffusion process.
IV. SIMULATION OF LASER INDUCED SPALLATION
IN GLASS
In this section, we will apply the NGP model to the
analysis of spallation experiments, and describe the crack
initiation experiments in the next section. The simulation is
conducted through several loops, including: the simulation of
shock wave propagation, the construction of the microcrack
field, and the percolation statistics. The shock simulation
used uniaxial strain or cylindrical plane condition to limit the
calculation in one dimension. The microcrack field was con-
structed to plane space in the sense that the stress and strain
were the same along lateral ~or hoop! direction. The stress
here had the meaning of infinite stress for the cracks inside a
cell. The interaction between microcrack field and the stress
field was established through energy conservation principle
in three-dimensional space. This approach avoided the com-
plicated analysis of microcrack singularity, and completed
percolation statistics in a reasonable calculation time. How-
ever, the accuracy of the results was limited.
A. Constitutive equation and stress wave propagation
The Hugoniot data for soda-lime glass15,16 was used to
construct the constitutive relationship. The permanent densi-
fication model is adopted to deal with distortion deformation
with a flow strength Y52.0 GPa. Thus the constitutive equa-
tion has the same mathematical form as the Gruneisen equa-
tion of state ~EOS! plus the ideal plastic assumption,4 i.e., the
bulk stress P is a function of volume strain e through the
Gruneisen EOS, deviatric stresses are the functions of devi-
atric strains following Hook’s law in the elastic zone, and
then of the ideal plastic model beyond the elastic zone. The
constitutive curves of loading, unloading, and tension were
plotted against experimental data in Fig. 11. The constitutive
relationship under uniaxial and cylindrical constraints can be
deduced from Fig. 11.
The finite difference method is used for the stress wave
calculation. For the case of cylindrical simulation, the mo-
tion equation is
V0S ]sr]r 1 sr2sur D5 ]
2ur
]t2
~compression positive!,
~4!
where V0 represents the initial specific volume, and s and u
are the stress and displacement, respectively. Subscripts r , u,
and t indicate spaces and time components, respectively. The
continuity equation in this case can be automatically satisfied
when the cross deviation for strain and velocity are made
equal.
The symmetrical condition in our experiments leads to
uu50, hence
er5
]ur
]r
eu5
ur
r
ez50 ~plane strain!, ~5!
therefore the expression for sr and su beyond the elastic
zone can be written as
sr5P1
1
2G
~2er2eu!
3 su5P1
1
2G
~2eu2er!
3 .
and
2tmax5Y . ~6!
Here G and tmax are the shear modulus and the maximum
shear stress, respectively. The results of our calculations are
shown in Fig. 5. Under the loading condition noted in the
figure, the plane strain condition was valid for the 2 mm
thick cylindrical disks.
B. Microcrack field
A one-dimensional ~1D! segment of a difference cell
represents a 3D volume cell of a disk with a thickness of Dx
~or Dr! in uniaxial strain, and a cylinder cell with a fan-
shaped section. Our percolation statistics is carried on the 2D
section space. A microcrack is represented as a ‘‘stick,’’ and
has four degrees of freedom of its center position (xc ,yc), its
length C and its orientation angle to x axial w. The stick’s
length represents the diameter of the penny shaped crack. We
assume that the microcracks can only be nucleated under
tensile stress. The nucleation rate N of a specific area can be
expressed by a simple model as8
dN~ t !
dt 5N~ t !5N0 expS s2scs2 D for s.sc , ~7!
FIG. 11. Constitutive relationship of soda-lime glass. The hydro-pressure,
shear strength, and unloading curves are constructed simultaneously.
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where N0 , sc , and s2 are constants. The nucleated microc-
racks (DN) are put into each cell with random location
(xc ,yc), length C , and orientation w. Here C is limited in a
meso scale as Fig. 3 showed.
We use the Mott model42 to describe the crack growth in
the stress fields as
C5
dC
dt 5VRS 12 C*C D
1/2
for C.C* ~8!
and
C*5
1
2p S K1cSn D
2
, ~9!
where Sn is the driver force. The driving force can be the
maximum principle stress or, as in our present program, the
traction perpendicular to the crack plane. Here VR is the
maximum crack velocity. In the calculation, we usually took
VR5VRM50.9CR .
The microcrack connections are monitored in every time
step. Each nucleated microcrack is organized according to
the location of its center points (xc ,yc), and represented by
an integer coordinates (m ,n), the arrangement of m(n) is in
the same order as the xc(yc) value so that the neighbor mi-
crocracks have the maximum possibility of being arranged
with closing m and n coordinates. The crack connection of
one crack to all others is practically only needed to be judged
among its neighbors. We find that a scan to the 5th neighbor
is good enough to include all the connection possibilities
with an endurable calculation time. When two crack lines
cross each other, they are regarded as joined. The connected
cracks are called crack clusters. A cluster is identified by a
cluster number, and its length is calculated as the total crack
length it included, and its size is assigned as its maximum
span in lateral direction. If two clusters have a cross point,
they are combined to be one cluster, and share the cluster
number of the previously smaller one. Newly created micro-
cracks are adopted with the same algorithms.
The cluster statistics are not limited by the difference
cells. The clusters have no limit to their growth velocity in
the sense that many cracks may be connected simulta-
neously.
C. Energy equilibrium and stress relaxation in
microcrack field
It is the interaction between the stress field and the mi-
crocrack field that plays the key role in the brittle fracture
mechanics. One reliable way of counting the effects of mi-
crocracks on the stress field is through the energy balance
principle. Suppose our percolation analysis is carried out to a
volume cell with a lateral size of Y l , the number of cracks in
the mth cell is Nm , the average size is rm , the average dis-
tance between the cracks in a cell is Rm5Y l /Nm , then the
number of total cracks in the 3D cell is
Nm
3D5
Y l
2
Rm
2 5Nm
2
. ~10!
Then the total area of cracks is
Ac5Nm
3D3~ 14prm
2 !. ~11!
The energy release rate J represents the surface energy taken
by newly produced crack surfaces. J is related to the fracture
toughness in Eq. ~7! through the relationship
J5
~12n2!
E K1c
2
. ~12!
Here E is Young’s modulus. The total surface energy in the
mesh can be evaluated using the crack surfaces as
Em52AcJ . ~13!
The change with respect to the precious time step of this
energy, DEm , should correspond to the stress relaxation
caused by crack growths. The dilatation change of specific
volume in the cell is
dV52DEmV/PVm , ~14!
where Vm5Y 1
2 dx is the volume of the cell. The specific
volume iteration is carried out as
V*5V1dV . ~15!
The new pressure is calculated by substituting the modified
volume V* with the Gruneisen equation. The crack interac-
FIG. 12. Calculated crack clusters compared with those experiments: ~a!
uniaxial strain case, upright attached is a cluster topology of a specimen
appeared as Fig. 3 in Ref. 3; ~b! plane strain cylindrical case calculated to
2.4 ms, upright attached is a cluster diagram from our experiments. It is the
topology of section B in Fig. 7.
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tions between each other are not included in the above algo-
rithm. So this is an approximation under low crack density.
The stress profiles without relaxation by microcracks are
shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 5~a!. The quantity of stress
change is controlled by the fracture toughness and the num-
ber of microcrack.
D. Fractal structure of the percolation cluster
If we measure the damage zone depth Zd in Resseguir’s
experiment as the distance between the original rear surface
and the observed crack nearest to the front surface after laser
irradiation, this quantity is similar to the slab thickness in the
spallation test of metal. The damage zone depth of Res-
seguier et al.3 was easily reproduced when we set the intact
stress sc in Eq. ~7! as 0.8 GPa. These results are given in
Fig. 12~a!. We found that there were two possible ways to
obtain the same damage zone depth. One could assume a
high microcrack density and a small individual microcrack
size; alternatively, there could be a low microcrack density
with a relatively large crack size. To eliminate the arbitrari-
ness of the constants in Eq. ~7!, we need to define the de-
tailed structure of the damage field.
The demand to define damage field in detail is more
urgent for cylindrical specimens. The damage zone depth is
difficult to define in the cylindrical test since the damage had
extended to the center. The ratio of rm /Rm along the axial
direction is one representing the parameter. The simulated
microcrack field to 2.4 ms in the cylindrical spall specimen is
shown in Fig. 12~b!, the rm /Rm ratio in the experiments of
the same location are 2–4 times larger than their simulated
values.41
The percolation method is expected to describe quanti-
tatively the microcrack field at the stage near the final frac-
ture. The largest cluster in the system, called the percolation
cluster, was selected as the object of study because it was
found that the percolation cluster has a fractal structure at the
stage near the critical percolation point. Because the scaling
law is the essential character of fractal, if the scaling law is
observed, it indicates that percolation is about to occur. Re-
member that the percolation means the macro fracture, so the
appearance of scaling law means that the dangerous damage
state is achieved. Although the stress history of each cell
may be different, the appearance of the scaling law is in
general a distinguishable behavior.
Figure 13 gives a logarithmic plot of the diameter and
the total length of the cracks in the percolation cluster. The
data points were plotted for every time step which was on the
order of one tenth of a nanosecond. It can be seen that the
cluster size could be catastrophically expanded by 2 orders in
several nanoseconds. Furthermore, a linear relationship with
a slope of 1.93 was suggested. This is called the Fisher ex-
ponent and is the dimensional number. Since a dimensional
number of 2 means the complete 2D space, the Fisher expo-
nent in the simulation is too large as the largest crack cluster
has not filled the whole specimen.
As we mentioned above, although the crack velocity
limit used in the simulation is very high, the crack field pro-
duced by simulation is still of high microcrack density and
small individual microcrack size, although we have used a
very high VRM value. In contrast, the experiment is the type
of low microcrack density with relatively large crack size.
This indicates that the microcracks in the practice connected
more efficiently than in the simulation. The microcrack field
has stronger self-organization character than our simulation.
Since we cannot consider the crack interactions between the
cracks in the present algorithms, the detailed characteristics
are not well simulated.
It must be emphasized that the fracture surface dimen-
sion is not the same as the cluster dimension obtained here.
The fracture trace is the final ‘‘go through path’’ in the per-
colation cluster. It is a subspace of the cluster space. The full
set of the space characters is more than can be expressed by
its subspaces.
V. NGP MODEL APPLIED TO A MAIN CRACK TIP
In this section, we consider the NGP model simulation
when a main crack exists. We tried to understand why the
void activities could not be observed in the low loading rate
experiments of Group A. For this purpose, we designed a
simple numerical approach to examine the process. Our
simulation images a crack tip in a semi-infinite space. The
stress field in the vicinity of the crack tip can be expressed by
the well-known singularity formulas. For mode I loading,
they are:
s i j5
K1
A2pr
f i j~u!, ~16!
where K1 , r , and f i j(u) are SIF, the distance from the crack
tip, and the function of angle u, respectively. The two nu-
merical parameters K1c and VRM were assumed to represent
the fracture toughness and the crack velocity limit, respec-
tively. We started the simulation by assuming an SIF in-
crease rate K˙ . The main crack tip remained still before SIF K
overtook fracture toughness K1c , and moved with a speed
VRM afterward, i.e.,
K1
j 5 jK˙ dt , ~17!
FIG. 13. Logarithmic plot of percolation clusters at different times. The
percolation cluster was the largest cluster at the time step. The cluster radius
was taken as the equivalent rectangular side length. The Y size was the
cluster span in the lateral direction.
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Vmain50 when K1
j ,K1c ,
Vmain5VRM when K1
j .K1c , ~18!
where j , dt , and Vmain are the step number, time step, and
main crack velocity, respectively. Equations ~7!–~9! are used
again for penny shaped microcracks. The microcracks were
then nucleated, grown, and connected according to the NGP
model. This is the same as in Sec. IV. This time, the inter-
actions between the main crack and the microcracks, as well
as the interactions between the microcracks were considered
by using the results of Gong et al.43 The organization of the
clusters was also improved by considering only pure connec-
tion, i.e., crack tips were stopped when they reached crossing
points. By these improvements, the effects of microcracks on
the main crack could be examined.
We found that the patterns were quite different under
high and low loading rates. Figures 14 and 15 give typical
examples of the simulations.
The microcrack fields at the same SIF K1 were plotted
for three loading rates as shown in Fig. 14. Under the high
loading rate, there are many small cracks connected to form
the clusters. The cluster sizes were always much larger than
any single crack. There was sometimes severe damage be-
fore the main crack initiation when we increased the nucle-
ation site density. While in the low loading rate, it appeared
that only one or two cracks grew, and the number of clusters
was less than the high loading rate. Most microcracks stayed
at nearly the same sizes as when they were nucleated. Before
the damage zone was formed, the main crack had gone out of
the ‘‘process zone.’’ These patterns did not change with the
material parameters used in the simulation. We regard these
pattern changes under different loading rates to be a general
rule.
The SIF profiles of the main crack tip affected by the
microcracks are shown in Fig. 15. The microcrack nucleation
indicated a severe effect on the main crack at the low loading
FIG. 14. Simulations of microcrack clusters in different loading rates: ~a! K˙ 5105 MPa m1/2/s, ~b! K˙ 5106 MPa m1/2/s, ~c! K˙ 5107 MPa m1/2/s.
FIG. 15. The SIF profiles of the main crack tip. The original profiles are straight lines indicated by dashed lines K0. The presence of microcracks increase the
danger of instability for the main crack indicated by superscript MA. Note the different characters governed by the loading rates: ~a! K˙ 5105 MPa m1/2/s, ~b!
K˙ 5106 MPa m1/2/s, ~c! K˙ 5107 MPa m1/2/s.
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rate. The nucleation caused instability of the main crack,
while at this time, the microcrack field had not yet been fully
developed. The process zone is small. One can imagine that
if a main crack was propagated, it would be difficult to ob-
serve the microcrack traces on the fracture surface such as in
the cases of Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!. On the other hand, at high
loading rate, the main crack’s SIF showed a ramp increase
due to microcrack growth as shown in Fig. 15~c!. In a fully
developed microcrack field, the main crack would propagate
through a large process zone with a lot of microcracks, or the
percolation of microcracks would make a main crack appear
in the propagation phase. The stress or damage localization
became weaker as the loading rate increased.
There is already much experimental evidence supporting
the above conclusions.44–46 As can be seen from our simula-
tions it is the strong nonlinear interaction between microc-
racks, and the strong nonlinear dependence of velocity to
length that caused such behavior.
Although one may question the validity of the Mott
model, we feel that the nonlinear feedback behavior is a
general characteristic of all other crack growth models.47 The
essential phenomena will be the same.
The incubated bifurcation directions can also be checked
in Fig. 12. The bifurcation angle of 104° is in a reasonable
range compared with the simulations.
VI. DISCUSSION
There is an opinion that the percolation theory is unable
to describe the failure process because failure may not be a
critical phenomenon.25 The critical characteristics of perco-
lation can be understood from the fundamental features of a
randomly distributed field, e.g., if the number of neighbors
for a member is known to follow the Poisson distribution, the
percolation scaling relationship is valid.48 The probability for
a member to have k neighbors in the Poisson distribution is:
pk5
Bk
k! exp~2B !. ~19!
Here B is the average neighbor number. The microcracks are
the members in our case, the Poisson distribution can be
broken due to microcrack growth, and the scaling law based
on the distribution function is also violated.
We suggest to introduce a quantity as
C5
Dg
Dn
, ~20!
here
Dg5damage rate contributed by growth of damage
members,
Dn5damage rate contributed by nucleation of
new members,
so that C represents the ratio of the growth rate to that of
nucleation. If we use N(t) to represent the total number of
microcracks as in Sec. IV, we can write
Dg5N~ t !
dC¯
dt 5N~ t !C
¯
˙ ~21!
Dn5
dN
dt C05N
˙ C0. ~22!
Here C represents the microcrack length as before, the bar
over C represents its average, and subscript 0 represents its
initial value when nucleated. Since C0 is only decided by the
initial defect distribution, it does not change with time for a
specific material. Thus we can write
C5
C¯
C0
dC¯
C¯
dN
N
5
C¯
C0
d~ ln C¯ !
d~ ln N !
. ~23!
We can see here that the denominator represents the defect
character of the material and their changes when subjected to
stress or other factors, while the numerator represents the
response of the crack—a kind of mechanical structure—to
external forces. So C is a parameter representing the com-
prehensive material characteristics of strength. It is clear that
this is a physics variable, while the failure pattern and other
details are the mathematical results from specific load con-
ditions.
It is a pity that we had not output C in the simulations
this time. We can only clarify the situations for two specific
values of C. One is the case when C50, i.e., dC50, which
means all the defects can be excited but cannot be amplified.
This is the standard percolation. The other case is when C
5` , i.e., dN50, which means that the growth is the domi-
nant factor and there is no microcrack nucleation. Generally,
it is possible for C to have a value from 0 to `, so the failure
pattern is also changed from percolation to crack extension.
We think this is why the failure phenomenon can be such a
complex problem. However, if we take the maximum crack
cluster as the representative variable despite the different
stress history between locations, we can achieve reliability in
engineering and uniqueness in theory. We therefore suggest
that the NGP concept is valid.
The stress field in the intact media should be efficiently
adjusted according to the microcrack field in every time step.
This is still difficult now and limits the precision of our
calculations. One numerical method which might deal with
this problem may be the particle dynamic method,22 although
we have not obtained valuable results yet.
VII. CONCLUSION
The microcracks in the brittle material before a fatal
fracture especially under ultrahigh loading rates have been
studied in this article. The microcracks, as an important kind
of damage, are related to the loading rates effect and the
deformation localization. Such researches have a history of
more than ten years, but understanding is still limited to the
empirical level. To achieve a breakthrough, fresh approaches
in both experiment and theory are needed. We have devel-
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oped an experimental method using pulsed laser loading, and
used percolation theory to explore the transition from ran-
dom damage to deterministic failure.
In the laser loading experiments, we observed branching
at the initiation of crack extension. The crack velocity was
observed to obey the terminal velocity rule quantitatively.
Observations after the experiments showed much evidence
of microcrack activity. The experiments proved that the laser
had the ability to conduct crack opening experiments and at
a very high loading. The laser loading method also showed
the special ability to reveal the micro mechanism.
We interpreted our meso mechanics methodology by the
NGP model. Basically, the intact material means that of the
material that contains unactivated or submeso scale defects,
the stresses are only defined in this region. The crack cluster
geometry is observed directly to evaluate the danger of fail-
ure. The NGP model was applied to the simulations of laser
induced spallation experiments and the evolution of microc-
rack fields in front of the main crack tip. These simulations
provided answers to many questions that were not clear be-
fore. Our new laser method and NGP model were success-
fully able to explain, among others, why the microcrack ac-
tivities could not be observed in quasi-static fracture
experiments, and why branching initiation occurred in the
laser loading experiments. This research is still in the pri-
mary stage and if developed could obtain more quantitative
results.
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